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Express Scripts Says EpiPen RICO Claims Are Time-
Barred

law360.com/articles/1427768

By Ethan Beberness Listen to article

Law360 (October 4, 2021, 4:55 PM EDT) -- Express Scripts has asked a Minnesota federal

judge to force two drug distribution companies to turn over internal communications that the

pharmaceutical benefits management giant says will prove that racketeering claims brought

by the distributors as part of a suit over increased EpiPen prices are time-barred.

The internal communications, which the distributors have yet to produce during discovery,

are "squarely relevant" to determining whether Express Scripts is protected from several

accusations related to an alleged collaboration to drive up the cost of epinephrine auto-

injection devices sold by Mylan Pharmaceuticals, Express Scripts says.

Dakota Drug Inc. and Rochester Drug Cooperative "contend that their alleged injury —

unlawfully inflated EpiPen prices — began in 2013, yet they did not file their first complaint

until seven years later on March 29, 2020," Express Scripts writes in a memorandum filed on

Friday.

The four-year statute of limitations period "begins to run no later than when a plaintiff

actually discovers or could have discovered its injury through reasonable diligence," Express

Scripts argues in its memorandum. The company adds later that, according to a court

statement quoted with an omitted citation, "the limitations period begins to run even if there

is 'confusion as to what the actual source of the injury was.'"

"By seeking information about what (if any) investigations plaintiffs undertook into the

reasons for EpiPen price increases," Express Scripts said, the revealed communications will

clarify for the court when the distributors discovered the alleged unlawful price increases and

what their investigation into those increases entailed.

If Express Scripts is correct about the emails, the company argues, then the court should toss

racketeering claims included in a massive, long-running MDL against itself and a slew of

other health care companies, including Mylan and CVS.

The benefits management company adds that the distributors have yet to provide a valid

reason for withholding the requested communications, arguing that Dakota's and Rochester's

claims that the communications lack relevance are "wrong" and the remainder of the

distributors' claims objecting to providing the information sought by Express Scripts is

"boilerplate and inapplicable."
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Rochester filed its initial complaint accusing Express Scripts of accepting kickbacks and

bribes from Mylan in March 2020, claiming that Express Scripts contributed to the

domination of the market for epinephrine auto-injectors by Mylan EpiPen-branded and

other Mylan-sold auto-injectors by granting Mylan favorable positioning on Express Scripts'

formularies.

The drug distributor also claimed that Express Scripts eliminated a price constraint that

allowed Mylan to "dramatically raise its prices without fear" of retaliation by Express Scripts.

In July, Express Scripts dodged similar accusations in a suit alleging that the company

colluded to drive up insulin drug prices.

Representatives for Rochester, Dakota and Express Scripts did not respond to requests for

comment on Monday.

Rochester Drug Cooperative Inc. and Dakota Drug Inc. are represented by Andrew C. Curley

and David F. Sorensen of Berger Montague, Bruce E. Gerstein of Garwin Gerstein & Fisher

LLP and Peter Kohn of Faruqi & Faruqi LLP.

Express Scripts is represented by Donald G. Heeman, Jessica J. Nelson and Randi J. Winter

of Spencer Fane LLP and by Eric Christopher Lyttle, Jonathan Gordon Cooper and Michael

John Lyle of Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan LLP.

The case is In re: EpiPen Direct Purchaser Litigation, case number 0:20-cv-00827, in the

U.S. District Court for the District of Minnesota.

--Editing by Michael Watanabe.
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